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Driving Quality in the
Indian Solar Eco-System
from Manufacturing
and Design to Build &
Operations

QUALITY through the eco-system:
b QUALITY in domestic solar manufacturing

b QUALTY in solar installations & plant design
b QUALITY in operations/maintenance and asset returns

indiatech.solarenergyevents.com
To get involved either as a speaker, partner or attendee
please email: marketing@solarmedia.co.uk
SOLAR FINANCE
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SERIES
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Strategic Partners for PV IndiaTech 2019

About Us
PV Tech and Solar Media provide leading global PV platforms such as the PV-Tech.org portal and
the PV CellTech and PV ModuleTech events, in addition to a global Solar Finance & Investment
conference series.
This full value-chain coverage enables us to connect the upstream PV manufacturing sector with
downstream investors and asset managers.
The new PV IndiaTech event will bring together these strengths for the first time on a global stage, at
a time when the Indian solar industry is gearing up for the next decade of strong inward investments.
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Welcome from Dr Finlay Colville
Welcome to PV IndiaTech 2019, the latest addition to PV-Tech’s acclaimed series of bespoke, highquality, global solar PV events.
The need for a high-quality event held in India, and focusing specifically on key aspects of the
domestic PV sector, has been communicated to us at PV-Tech many times in the past few years. As
the country moves from 25GW to hundreds of gigawatts over the next decade, there is a growing
requirement to ensure that a thriving, internationally-recognized sector develops inside the country.
To make this happen, India relies heavily on the involvement and participation of overseas companies,
across the entire PV value-chain, from upstream manufacturing to downstream EPC work and final
project asset management. Choosing the correct partners for this is critical, bringing in expertise
and funding to the country.
The PV IndiaTech conference will bring together all key domestic and overseas stakeholders,
including government bodies, investors, and the leading companies today from manufacturing to
O&M and asset management. To thrive globally as a major PV power beyond 2020, India has to
succeed in unlocking its potential both to manufacture and to lay claim to quality utility-scale solar
farms that are providing high returns on investment to site owners.
The goal for PV IndiaTech 2019 is not simply to have a highly-informative two-day conference
agenda, but to create a dynamic networking forum to link companies attending with key strategic
business partners and enable companies currently seeking to ‘break-into’ the Indian market from
overseas to gain visibility and contacts as part of ongoing plans.
We remain keen to speak to as many people and companies either active in the Indian market, or
looking at inward investment opportunities in 2019, in order to ensure that the event provides the
most valuable two-day experience possible. On that note, please reach out to us if we have not
already spoken, and let us know exactly how you would like to be involved in PV IndiaTech 2019.
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Event Feedback
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This event was a great was to get information
about the PV module landscape as it is now
and where it is headed in the future with current
and new technologies. It also highlighted the
importance of quality and testing. It was a
fantasitc way to meet and learn from others in
the industry. There was a more of a focus on
informative content of the presentations rather
than just being a sales pitch which I have found
at some other conferences.
Sarah Mayles, RES Australia

The #1 European event in solar for both relevant
topics and networking opportunities

A must-attend for procurement professionals
looking to make smart technology choices 
Brian O’Rorke, BNRG Renewables

Excellent conference to stay up to date with
financing the solar power industry
Edward Wilson, ADA Oikos property Fund Ltd

It was great to get a focused update about
current trends and activities in the PV market
accompanied by excellent networking
possibilities.
Markus Fischer, Hanwha QCells

Alberto Paturzo, Bluefield

PV Celltech is an annual must attend for
Solar Cell Executives. It’s offering the latest
technology views from different perspectives
while maintaining a pragmatic business focus.
Excellent networking opportunities, and of
course always nice to catch up with old friends. A
well spent 2 days!
Raymond de Munnik, Semco Technologies

PV Module Tech is a unique event, dedicated to
one specific topic. This focus helps in bringing
together the right people within the huge PV
ecosystem.
Ronald Sastrawan, Munich Re

Networking on-site was very exciting. I could
talk with executives of solar companies, and
I was convinced the reason why the market is
expanding.
Junji Aranami, Kyocera corp.

Great balance of commercial, technical aspects.
Good mix of attendees at managerial and senior
levels that facilitates productive discussions. Lots
of time allocated to networking.
Benjamin Wong, LONGi Solar

PV Celltech continued to be the highest quality
and most focused event on market trends and a
perfect place for high level networking within the
silicon solar cell sector.
Kristin Lüdemann, VON ARDENNE GmbH

As an investor in projects accross Europe the
event is very useful both for develoments in
the industry and encounters with prospective
investment opportunities.
Vincent van Haarlem, Triodos Renewables Europe Fund

PVCellTech is unique among PV conferences
in that it brings together the top technology
innovators throughput the PV supply chain.
Bruce Lee, Macdermid Enthone
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PV-Tech articles
What it takes to ‘Make Solar in India’ 
Azure Power
commissions 95MW
solar project in
Gujarat 

Waaree bags 60MW solar
contract in Vietnam using
monocrystalline modules 

NTPC tenders for hybrid 60MW/130MW
wind and solar project in Karnataka 
Multi-GW India manufacturing
challenges to be the focus of new
PV IndiaTech 2019 conference 
Adani Solar CEO on India’s
PV manufacturing future 

Coal giants to
build 3GW of
solar in India 
Maharashtra Discom
issues EOI for solar
manufacturing plant 

India’s top three solar
module suppliers on
the future of Mono 
Azure secures finance
for Rajasthan project 

Indian Supreme Court
order removes stay on
solar safeguard duty 
India reaches 23.1GW
of grid-connected
solar – MNRE 
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PV IndiaTech 2019 – Agenda Outline
24-25 April 2019, Delhi, India
Day 1: 24 April 2019

Morning Session 1

Understanding India’s long-term solar PV competitiveness
through investment, foreign company participation &
technology innovation through the PV value-chain
• Offering the greatest long-term prospects of any country
globally for solar PV generation, India has moved quickly in
recent years through adding more than 25GW of PV in the
country. Going forward, there is broad recognition within
the domestic PV sector that the next waves of multi-GW
PV deployment need to stimulate domestic upstream
manufacturing, enhance the quality and reliability of utilityscale plants, and optimize site returns at the O&M and
asset management stages.
• The opening session of PV IndiaTech 2019 will therefore
hear from leading domestic policy-makers, trade
associations and investment vehicles tasked with creating
a solar PV eco-system within India that utilizes both
domestic and overseas know-how and expertise, to create
a self-sustaining value-added, state-of-the-art value chain
covering upstream production, downstream installations
and ongoing plant optimization.

Morning Session 2

Benchmarking how India becomes a PV powerhouse: defining
the state-of-the-art metrics today adopted by the global
overseas market-leaders
• A key strength of the Indian solar PV industry is the
country’s willingness to welcome inward investment into the
sector to ensure best-practices are adopted, to promote
state-of-the-art operations across the full PV eco-system,
and to enhance the competitiveness and prospects of its
domestic companies.
• This session will hear from leading overseas global marketleaders from across the entire PV value-chain, outlining
the state-of-the-art metrics applied today for technologyoptimization, cost-reduction, utility plant design and
construction, and site yield optimization.
• Companies speaking will include leading global cell
makers, module producers, balance-of-systems suppliers,
developers and EPCs, and O&M and asset managers.

Afternoon Session 1

Outlining India’s long-term demand potential: balancing
domestic & overseas cell/module supply & production levels
• During the past few years, India has relied heavily
upon imported cells and modules from China, Taiwan
and Southeast Asia. This has been essential to allow
deployment levels to grow at the 10GW per-annum level.
However, as increased domestic production comes online
in the next 3-5 years, what role will overseas suppliers play
and what market-share will be available to them?
• This session will reveal the available market sizes on offer
for overseas/domestic suppliers of wafers, cells, modules
and BoS components such as inverters and mounting
systems.
• Companies expected to be market-leaders in each of the
above value-chain segments will be speaking during this
session, explaining also which new technologies are likely
to be introduced to the Indian market during this period.

Afternoon Session 2

Ensuring quality through the value-chain: what steps need
to be implemented within India to provide investors with
minimal risk & optimum return-on-investment
• Globally, there is increased awareness today that final solar
plant yield and return-on-investment is a multi-faceted
phenomenon that can be traced back to manufacturing
components/assembly, site-construction/BoS and
operations/maintenance.
• However, due in part to highly cost-competitive reverseauction bidding processes that have often demanded
dropping site capex levels to the lowest levels, the Indian
utility sector is perceived by many as having a less-thanoptimum build-quality footprint.
• This session will focus specifically on learning from overseas
markets and companies that have been at the forefront of
quality control and auditing practices, in order to maximize
utility solar quality, while keeping costs in check.
• Incorporating global production equipment suppliers,
project developers, EPCs and third-party testing
laboratories, speakers here will help to explain to the Indian
market why a full value-chain perspective on quality is
essential.
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PV IndiaTech 2019 – Agenda Outline
24-25 April 2019, Delhi, India
Day 2: 25 April 2019

Morning Session 1

Afternoon Session 1

• India’s desire to match its end-market deployment targets
with strong contributions from a thriving domestic upstream
segment – falling under the wider make-in-India initiative
– has created almost equal levels of opportunity and
challenges in order to implement successfully.

• To continue receiving strong institutional investments for
future utility-scale deployment within India, the banks that
have financed the vast majority of solar within the country
need to have confidence that existing investments can be
fully optimized, while knowing that the next generation of
multi-GW of deployment will have potentially higher returns
on offer.

Driving India to a 20GW+ cell & module production
powerhouse: what needs to happen to transform the Indian
upstream sector over the next five years

• Indeed, just moving domestic supply levels from less than
10% today, in order to capture about half of the annual
end-market installations levels in the next 3-5 years, will
necessitate multi-billion dollar investments into the correct
technologies being fast-tracked into multi-GW production
levels over the next 12-24 months.
• The session will hear from investors, manufacturers
and market-experts on how India can move into global
manufacturing excellence, allowing its upstream sector to
ship technology-leading products profitably, meeting the
requirements of downstream industry stakeholders.

Morning Session 2

Returning value to the banks & investors: the importance
of qualified O&M and asset management practices within
existing & future Indian utility solar farm builds

• This session will focus specifically on how global learnings
in recent years at the operations-and-maintenance and
asset management stages can increase investor confidence,
with case-studies from some of the largest global utility
sites constructed in the past few years.

Afternoon Session 2

Identifying global trends in utility-solar construction & their
impact on the Indian solar PV sector

Capturing the key requirements for India’s utility
site reliability through the use of specific climate &
environmentally-optimized materials & components

• In order to be positioned as a global solar industry leader
over the next decade, the Indian PV industry needs to
adapt quickly to the rapid changes in manufacturing
technology and completed-site O&M practices that are
being implemented in other multi-GW end-markets.

• Materials and sub-components used for large-scale solar
installations remain highly dependent on local climate
and environmental factors, often being the key factors in
determining site reliability and yield levels.

• Within this session, trends will be identified that are yet to
impact the Indian sector, spanning the full PV value-chain,
with discussions on how India can best prepare for these
new innovations.

• This session will explain the importance of material
selection and the bill-of-materials used in module
production, and why the Indian market needs specific tests
and checks to be in place.
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Featured Article:
Multi-GW India manufacturing challenges to be
the focus of new PV IndiaTech 2019 conference
By Finlay Colville, Published on PV-Tech.org on 10th October 2018
During the past few years, we have had numerous
requests at PV-Tech from a wide range of PV industry
stakeholders (due mainly to the success of the PV
CellTech and PV ModuleTech series of conferences) to
launch an India-specific PV event in Delhi. The requests
have come from Indian companies, overseas investors,
government bodies, trade associations, and both
upstream/downstream industry activists seeking to
understand and drive future developments.
As a result of these requests, and given the key stage
Indian PV manufacturing is going through today, we have
decided to launch an annual event in Delhi, dedicated
specifically to India PV manufacturing. PV IndiaTech 2019
will have its premiere on 24-25 April 2019.
This article discusses the need for such an event, and
what the key objectives will be from the conference.
More broadly, I outline here also just why any company
with global PV aspirations (across the entire PV valuechain) either has, or needs to have, a carefully considered
India-PV-strategy plan.
Once you have absorbed all the information, it would be
great to get your thoughts on PV IndiaTech 2019, and
how we should configure the event with the correct mix
of global stakeholders needed to move the industry’s
manufacturing forward over the next 10-20 years.

Unique focus on manufacturing that bypasses
short-term opportunism
Every country that embarks on a solar or renewables plan
does so with lofty ambitions of creating an indigenous
manufacturing landscape that results in high-quality
sustainable job creation. Conversely, no government
wishes to bankroll a deployment gold-rush that ends up
being cornered by Chinese imports. Chapters of thesis
could be filled simply by solar activities in this regard over
the past few years.

For the countries that have sought to impose domestic
manufacturing restrictions, whether to bail out domestic
companies such as in South Korea and Taiwan or show
evidence of token manufacturing efforts by way of
module assembly plants, there has been all too often an
air of short-termism.
Linking a viable domestic manufacturing sector with
a risk-free long-term pipeline needs a government
commitment that extends beyond 10 years, and in this
respect, we can start to see just why PV manufacturing
ambitions within India today are different from anywhere
else globally.
But there is much more. India has an embedded goal
of being seen on the global stage as a high-quality
technology leader, and not simply another Asian country
(post Japan, Korea, Taiwan) that has labour costs or
a sophisticated OEM-culture as its primary drivers
(Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, Vietnam). This largely
captures the Make-in-India mantra, but for solar there is
also the deployment (energy demand) driver that moves
things to another level.
Fundamentally, India is the only country today that has a
multi-decade forward-looking plan – championed by the
current Prime Minister – that covers both deployment
and upstream full value-chain manufacturing. No other
country comes remotely close to this, with the exception
of China (that is barely open for business when it comes
to inward investment).

What India wants is a massive challenge
India wants to have a solar manufacturing sector that
has the technology-brand of Japan or South Korea, the
processing capability of Taiwan, the cost structure of
China and the inward-investment lure of Malaysia. And to
top it off, the final product performance and quality will
allow leading producers to access both domestic needs
and export opportunities.
Contd.
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Contd.

As aspirational as it may sound, if you don’t have those
ambitions from the start, you are almost certain to
fail. The issue with India though is that we are a long
way away from this, when we look at the country’s
manufacturing sector today and the ongoing tumultuous
relationship it has with its downstream suppliers.
During the past couple of decades, there have been
many plans tabled to unleash a multi-GW eco-system
value-chain of PV manufacturing. Almost all of these were
lauded by eager publicity-seeking activists, but many
began and finished at the ceremonial MOU phase, never
to be heard of again. Those were the days of polysilicon
plants being built or thin-film factories piggybacking on
the country’s displays-oriented ambitions.
What finally did emerge in the early days of India solar
(that remains until today) can be seen, for example, at
Greater Noida (Indosolar) and Hyderabad (then-named
Solar Semiconductor), in what were the first purpose-built
‘modern’ cell fabs in the country. In fact, during an early
trip to India almost 10 years ago, I remember vividly the
pride that India has entered the fab-era.
The start-stop production characteristics of these early
entrants, in addition to the never-ending existence of
various state-owned loss-making solar business units,
seems a long way off, given what has happened in the
past few years that starts to paint a picture of what
this India-solar paradise may look like if the different
stakeholders can make it work.

Government driven upstream and downstream
finance
The launch of the National Solar Mission within India
changed everything. It put to an end to the notion that
pure-play cell production could compete as an export
industry. It created a multi-GW end-market that caught
the attention of the world. It was inherited by a Prime
Minister (Modi) that has no equal anywhere else in the
world when it comes to an inherent love of solar and an
understanding of how it can transform India as a global
leader in a post-fossil-fuel world.
The long-term commitments by Modi for deployment
of solar within India serve as the most risk-averse guiltedged market driver that could be imaginable. Yes, there
is downside that accompanies this rapid growth in India,
and I will touch on this later in the article. But, either way,
any other domestic solar segment globally would readily

have this problem in exchange for a constant pipeline of
opportunities.
During the past few years, the concurrent upstream
drive has come from a succession of attempts to
restart domestic cell and module production, through
safeguarding, domestic-content carve-outs and the latest
Solar Energy Corporation of India’s (SECI) tendering
for 3GW of manufacturing linked with deployment
guarantees.
Running alongside these policy-driven initiatives, there
is of course Adani, and the Mundra-chapter in India-PV,
where the multi-sector, multi-national, multi-billionturnover conglomerate sought to self-fund a micro-solar
eco-system at the GW-level.
As of now, none of these efforts has succeeded, and in
almost every case (and of course with hindsight) one can
easily point the finger at naïve-ambition or a general lack
of awareness of technical and commercial factors that
underpin the global solar manufacturing sector today.
However, what these efforts reveal is intention, or
perhaps a crash-course in PV manufacturing learning that
should serve to get it right going forward.

Getting it right
If there was a simple domestic recipe to scale up multiGW solar manufacturing, spanning ingot/wafer and cell/
module production with profitability, there would be
PV fabs all around the world, and trade-related barriers
would never be heard of. Similarly, if there was a means
of curbing global China-export domination, the world
would look radically different today.
As such, there is no slight on any of the proponent’s
motives, nor should one take apart the flawed
assumptions that ultimately led to non-success.
Regardless of the 25GW of solar deployed today
within India, and the failure of the previous domestic
manufacturing efforts, one should still see India at the start
of a journey, perhaps even just finishing its formation lap.
The long-term goal remains intact: being a global PV
manufacturing powerhouse, driving domestic demand
and having an export-market for any surplus. And
critically, there remains the promise of finance through
direct government budgeting and inward-investment
vehicles including overseas government agreements and
energy/infrastructure investment vehicles.
Contd.
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In this respect, there is almost an inevitability that multi-GW
PV factories will emerge within India over the next 5 years,
but the fundamental question remains: can they get it right?

Finding a route where everyone benefits has
to be the solution
Understanding what has to happen in the short-term is
inextricably linked to what a successful outcome looks
like; and working back to what steps need to happen to
fulfil this.
The successful outcome sees many parties benefiting in
different ways, but most seeing this through short-term
profitability, healthy returns-on-investments or marketfavourable asset-values. Other stakeholders – in particular
the Indian government and overseas countries that have
intrinsic connections – benefit directly and indirectly in
terms of global leadership and secondary diplomatic
positioning in a renewables-dominated climate.
However, it would appear today that the ingredients for
success boil down to a few key issues that need to be
resolved:
 What stages in the value-chain (for c-Si manufacturing)
are of value for Make-in-India? Is it necessary to install
ingot pulling capacity or should the focus be firmly
on cell production, with matched module assembly
capacity?
 Which technologies need to be selected today for
manufacturing investments that – by the time the
facilities are operational – are state-of-the-art in terms
of cell efficiencies and panel performance?
 How do GW-scale factories get completed in Chinesebased timelines of 3-6 months, and retain the flexibility
in adopting any technology-adoption cycles that may
impact the industry going forward?
 What is needed to manufacture with profitability? Is
the model based purely on buying wafers from China
and hammering down in-house costs on a quarterly
basis, or is there a supplier/customer model that sees
both parties sharing profit margins?
 What is the role of overseas companies, and how can
they add value to the Indian sector, and not simply be a
strategically-funded platform to expand global reach?
 How can the downstream segment within India
(developers/EPC/investors) benefit financially from the
increased availability of Indian-made PV modules (using
domestic produced cells and possibly even wafers)?

 What policy-driven, government-backed vehicle can
make the above questions work in parallel?
These questions are possibly the most pertinent
when considering how India moves forward with PV
manufacturing, and to get to the bottom of these it is
clear that a broad range of stakeholders need to be part
of the overall decision-making process: something that
has probably not occurred until now.

PV IndiaTech to provide global platform to
facilitate India-PV planning
In order to address the questions listed above, it is clear
that a forum needs to be created that hears the voices of
the different parties that will be needed to fashion a plan
that works to everyone’s benefit.
This is the fundamental goal of the PV IndiaTech
conference, the first event due to be held in Delhi on 2425 April 2019.
While there are numerous PV events within India these
days – as would be expected from a 10GW-level annual
end-market – the role of PV-Tech, as a leading global
PV platform and the host of the PV CellTech and PV
ModuleTech events, should not be underestimated. India
needs global expertise and a connection of its upstream/
downstream segments, while having the understanding
of which roadmaps are worth aligning with to be industrycompetitive going forward; and also welcoming the
expertise that exists from the correct overseas technical
and financial investors.
We are currently in the process of finishing off the agenda
for the forthcoming PV IndiaTech 2019 conference,
including key partners, speakers and event contributors.
If you would like to feed into this process, or be part of
the event in Delhi on 24-25 April 2019, then please reach
out to us by email at marketing@solarmedia.co.uk, or
drop me a line directly (by clicking on my name at the top
of this article) with your ideas and suggestions.
During the build up to PV IndiaTech 2019, PV-Tech will
be taking a closer look at many of the issues raised
within this article, as well as highlighting the event in
Delhi including interviews with all the parties seeking to
find a solution to unlocking the potential of Indian PV
manufacturing over the next 10-20 years.
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Sample companies from 2018 events
1366 Technologies

CEE Management

Fraunhofer Institute

Kyoshin

Quintas Energy

3D Micromac

Center Group (Clean
Energy)

Gading Kencana

Kyoto Elex

Raasi Group

GCL Poly

Leader Energy

Raycatch

GCL SI

LG Electronics

Genia Global

LONGi Solar

Royal Bank of Scotland
(RBS)

3E
3M
8minutenergy
Acciona

Centrica
CFV Solar Test
Laboratory

ACS Industrial

Chint Group
(Astronergy)

ACT Group

Circle Energy

Actis

Clean Energy Pipeline

ADA Oikos Fund

Clean Technology
Capital

Adani Solar
Advanced Silicon Group
AF ARIES
AGC Asahi Glass
Agri Finance
Aiko Solar
Alexa Capital
Amarenco Solar
Amtech
Anesco
Apollon Solar
Applied Materials
Archers Systems
Armon Capital Advisory
ASM
Athon Energia
Aurora Solar
Australian Trade and
Investment Commission
Ayka-projects
Azuri
Baringa
Bird & Bird
Black & Veatch
Blackrock
Blue Elephant Energy
Bluefield
BluePath Finance
BNRG Renewables
Boviet
BP Lightsource
Bridge to India
British Solar Renewables
Brookfield Asset
Management
BT Imaging
Burgess Salmon
Camborne Capital
Canadian Solar
Capital Dynamics
Capital Stage
CEA
CEA-Ines

Cleantech Energy
Corporation
Clere
Climate Connect
Conergy
Convert Italia
Coveme
Crédit Agricole
Crescendo Capital
Crewkerne
Cypress Creek
Renewables
DAS Environmental
Equipment China

ISRA Vision/GP Solar

M&G

Gransolar Desarrollo y
Construcción

MacDermid Enthone

Greattech Integration
Greencoat Capital
Gresem Innovation
Gresham House
GRIDSERVE
Grupo Cobra
Grupo Gransolar
Guangzhou Bothleader
h.a.l.m. elektronik
Hanwha Q-CELLS
Harrappa Solar
Hecate Pakistan
Helios Strategia
Heraeus
Hero Future Energies
Hive Energy

Magnetar Solar
Mahindra Susten
Maqo Solar
Marathon Capital
Maxwell Automation
McDermott Will & Emery
Meralco
Mercatus
Meyer Burger
Modus Energy Solutions
Mondragon
Mongoose Energy
Mott MacDonald
MRC Allied
Munich Re Group
Murakami
National Australia Bank

Demir Enerji

Horiba Instruments

Desert Tech

Huawei Technologies

National Institute of
Solar Energy

Diverxia Infrastructure

Hyperion Fund

Natural Power

DNV-GL

Hyundai Green Energy

NEFIN

Dow

ib vogt

Next Energy Capital

DuPont Photovoltaic &
Advanced Materials
ECN Solar Energy
Econergy Systems
Ecosteem
Eden Group
Efacec Servicos
Corporativos
Endeas Oy
ENEL
Energetix
ENGIE
Enserv Power
Equator Solar Capital
Eternal Sun & Spire Solar
Eurus Energy
Evonik Industiries Creavis
Extel Energy
Exyte (M+W Group)

REC Silicon
RECOM Solar
Rena Technologies
RES Group
RINA
Risen Energy
S.E.A. Corporation
Saati Americas
Saint-Gobain Glass
SamAidan
Santander
Sasa Energy
Scatec Solar
SCG Chemical
SCHMID Group
Schneider Electric
SEMCO
Semilab
Seraphim Energy
Shanghai ASIACHEM
Consulting
Shell Global Solutions
Sime Plantation
Singapore Solar
Exchange

Igloo3

NexWafe

IMEC

Nidec

Inaccess

Nordic Solar Energy

INDEOTec

NorSun

Indosolar

Norwegian Crystals

InnoLas Solutions

NTR

Intel Technology

OCI

Investin Green Energy

Octopus Investments

Ipsos MORI

Orenko Limited

ISC Konstanz

Ørsted

Itek Energy

Oryx Advance Materials

JA Solar

Oxford PV

Solar Energy Research
Institute of Singapore
(SERIS)

Jakson Group

Panasonic

Solar Ventures

Jinergy

Phoenix Solar

SolarAccess Investments

Jinko Solar

PI Photovoltaik-Institut
Berlin

SolarBK Vietnam

Jones Lang LaSalle (JLL)
Jolywood
Jonas & Redmann
Kinesis Enerji

Finergreen

Kiwa Asia

FinPoint

Kobas Partners

First Solar

Kuwait Oil Tanker
Company

Foresight Group

REC Group

Kyocera

Plus Solar Systems
PP Asset Management
PPT Research
Primrose Solar
Push Energy
PV Lighthouse
PV-Lab Australia

Singulus
Sinnalba Group
SIRIM QAS
Smart Energy Group
Smartest Energy
Sol Voltaics
Solar Energy
Corporation of India
(SECI)

SUMEC Group (Phono
Solar)
Sun Chemical
SunPower
Sustainable Energy
Development Authority
Malaysia (SEDA)
Swiss Life
Symbior Solar
Taban
TAFE Motors & Tractors
TAGES Group
Talesun Energy
TerraForm Power
The Quartz Corporation
Tianjin Electric Power
TOTAL Solar
Trina Solar
Triodos Bank
Triple Point
TT Vision Technologies
TUV Nord
TUV Rheinland
Ubiquity Solar
University of New South
Wales (UNSW)
URE (Neo Solar Power)
Utilight
Vattenfall
Vector Cuatro
Vela Energy
Vena Energy
Vitronic
Voestalpine
Voltalia
Von Ardenne
Waaree
Wacker Chemie
Wood Group
Zouk Capital

Solarif Insurance
Solarlex Solutions
Solarplicity
SolarSquare
SolarWorld
Soltiles
Statkraft
STS Certified

Qila Energy
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